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Local merchant attempts
to ~sue Central, faces fine
by Joe Butler
Copy eqitor
An last-minute legal attempt by
a local merchant to halt this year· s
'- WareFair failedTuesday in Kittitas County Superior Court, so the
holiday craft show began yesterday in the Samuelson Union Building.
Judge Michael Cooper did not
granttherequestofDonaldBundy,
representing Frank Erickson, to
place an injunction against Central and the city of Ellensburg for
their support of the frur.
Cooper also fined Erickson $500

and refused to hear his case until
the fine was paid.
Cooper said the earliest he could
hear the case again is Friday, the
final day of the fair.
Erickson spoke on the topic of
Ware Fair at several Ellensburg
City Council meetings this quarter.
On Nov. 15, council members
agreed to pass a city ordinance
requiring all Ware Fair vendors to
possess current state and Ellensburg business licenses.
Se~
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Video puts new catalogs on hold
by Brian Gill
Staff writer
Students and departments needing
updated information from Central' s
biannual course catalogs will have
to wait for at least a few more
months.
A portion of the.funds budgeted
for reprinting the catalogs were
used to film two informational videos which were sent out to Central 's
"prospects" for recruitment purposes. According to University
Relations, President Ivory Nelson
is responsible for the making of the
videos which he said "were a tremendous success."

The catalogs provide students
and faculty with current school
policies. information regarding departments and the curriculums of
each major Central offers.
According to University Relations, updated editions won't be
printed until at least mid-March.
The catalogs are already one year
late, leaving students to register
with outdated curriculums for another two quarters.
"We've had so many curriculum
changes that printing a new catalog
last year would be useless," said
Greg Kummer of University Relations. "Also budget cuts and management changes have prevented

reprinting."
The catalogs are normally revised
and updated every two years. Current editions are then sent to incoming freshmen and sold at the
University Store.
This past year, Academic Services
mailed out copies of the recruitmentvideos insteadoftheold 199193 ~atalogs.
Incoming freshmen also received
acoupon which could be exchanged
at the University Store for the old
catalog upon arrival at Central.
"I don't understand why they
sent me a copy of the video," said

See VIDEO/Page 2

Central graduate dies
in automobile accident
ethics.
"He was serious about his life, but
Editor
he always had a quick smile, too;"
Larsen said.
Funeral services were held FriSharon Parker, program coordiday at Betts Funeral Home in nator for Residence Living, said
Wenatchee for recent Central she remembers Schoenhofen for
graduate H. Peter Schoenhofen~
his work with campus blood drives.
Schoenhofen, 23, a political sci- He was a chairperson for theAmerience major and Air Force ROTC can Red Cross Blood Drive.
cadet colonel, died in an auto ac"He's the one that really·kept the
cident at 7:55 p.m. Nov. 20 near blood drives together for several
Quincy. He was . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - y e a r s," she said.
from Wenatchee.
"He contributed
Police reports
lot to community
s
a
i
d
services as well
Schoenhofen's
throughhisROTC
car collided with
endeavors."
a vehicle driven
Schoenhofen
by Peggy Jean
was corps comBalley, 42, of
mander
o
DeerPark.
Central's
Air
Bailey was
Force ROTC Deheaded south on
tachment 895, and
Highway 281.
held the rank o
She sustained micadet colonel.
nor bumps and
Lt. Col. Gary
bruhes and w3s
Elliot, ofCentr.al's
treatedatQuincy
AFROTC, said he
Valley Hospital.
Peter Schoenhofen
had Schoenhofen
Her husband,
in his senior level
Clair Garnet Bailey, 53, was not courses last year.
wearing a seat belt and suffered
"He was a solid performer, enhead injuries after being ejected ergetic," Elliot said. "He always
from their car. He was taken to had a big smile. He was charging
Central Washington Hospital in ahead in life."
Wenatchee.
Schoenhofen earned eight
Schoehofen was pronounced awards and decorations while at
dead at the scene of the accident, Central, including the Sons of
according to the Washington State Confederate Veterans OutstandPatrol.
ing Student Award.
Schoehofen graduated fron ,
Elliot said Schoenhofen was
Wenatchee High School in l 9f.9 scheduled to report for active duty
and attended Central until last as an Air Force officer at Tinker
spring. He graduated with a de- Air Force base in Oklahoma in
gree in political science and a January. Schoenhofen would
minor in aerospace studies.
have been working with AW AC
Schoenhofen worked as a Liv- planes after attending a mainteing Group AdvisoratMuzzall Hall nance school in Texas.
during the 1990-91 school year.
Schoenhofen is survived by his
Murray Larsen, directorofResi- mother. June Weisgerber of
dence Living, worked with Wenatchee, and his father, Hans
Schoenhofen and said he had high Schoenhofen of St. Anne, Mo.

by Staci A. West

Ken Pinnell/The Observer

Snow created a white sheet across campus for students to trudge through.

Central could face more cuts
by Lori Leitner
Staff reporter
Central could face an additional 2
percent budget cut from the state
legislature, which may result in a
loss of almost $1. 5 million to the
university.
Gov. Mike Low_ry asked Central
officials. and other state universities, to submit budget plans outlining the possible effects a 2 percent
cut could have, said Courtney Jones,
vice president for Business and Financial Affairs.
In a recent memo, Jones said if
the cut was made, it would actually
be a 4 percent cut to the 1993-1995
operating budget, since fiscal year
1993 is already half over, and commitments have been made to students.
The 4 percent cut would follow
previous cuts, making a cumulative cut of more than 11 percent in
the 1994-1995 fiscal year.
However, the Legislature~ not

Central, will decide where cuts
would take place, Jones said in the
memo.
The memo also said the budget
cut could result in reduced enrollment, along with reduction of fulltime employees and operation funding.
Dr. Mary Marcy. director of Governmental Relations, said the cut
could also mean larger classes, and
fewer student services available.
"The budget will probably feel
tighter and tighter in the following
bienniums," Marcy said.
Provost Thomas Moore said that
the demand for access to higher
education and the tighter budget
are two competing interests.
"If we don't have resources, we
can't open our doors to new students, because we can't provide the
quality of education they expect
and we are obligated to provide."
Marcy said when cuts usually occur, Central tries to make the cuts in
administrative areas, leaving the

staff, faculty and student services
alone.
However, few places remain to be
cut that don't involve staff, faculty
or student services, she said.
"They are all very essential services," Marcy said, "but there's
just no fat left (to cut) in the institution."
Jones agreed.
"We believe that higher education as an important state policy
area needs to be given a high priority in the competition for funding
both in terms of the provision of
program quality and access.
Jones said the state should not be
reducing access to higher education in the face of increasing demand from students seeking admission, nor should the state be
reducing the quality of the educational experience which those potential students are seeking.
"Instead we should be expanding

See BUDGET/ Page 8
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Memorabilia, history part
of rededication of Barge
by Brian Gill
Staff reporter
Century old artifacts, historical
documents and a commemorative
plaque highlighted Barge Hall's
official rededication to Central's
campus Nov.19.
Central president Ivory Nelson
com mcnccd the afternoon ceremony by presenting the finishing
touch to the historical building- a
newly installed plaque placed just
outside Barge Hall's main entrance.
The plaque recognizes those involved in the century old building's
original construction as well as
present day indiduals who oversaw
Barge's completed restoration.
Interior ceremonies marked the
opening of a miniature Barge Hall
museum located on the second
floor. Displayed
a number of
Barge's historical artifacts from
various eras of the structure's 100ycar-old existence.
Tum of the century soap dispensers, an ancient polished pencil
sharpener and a faded brass thermostat were just a few of Barge
Hall's original items which have
survived the over the years. They
now arc on display on the second

are

Students' project published
Association funds Communication students'

floor.
Also displayed are a number of
artifacts which were uncovered
during Barge Hall's interior restoration. Workers tore down walls
to discover a 1935 edition of
Central's student newspaper Tue·
Campus Crier, a 1907 student
handbook, and a first semester
class schedule dated 1902.
The oldest artifact found was an
original teaching textbook from
Central' s very ffrst year as a institute for higher learning when it
became a Washington Stale Normal School.
Several historical photographs
lined the walls, depicting Barge
during various periods of the last
century. Other photos featured
early Central presidents such as
Dr. James Brooks and Robert
McConnell with their families.
Barge Hall began construction
in 1893 and was completed the
following year. In 1976, it was
placed on the National Register of
Historic Places, when funding was
also requested for its renovation.
Complete restoration didn 'tget underway until 1991, but was fully
completed at the end of this October.

project was considerable.
"He pushed us in our project," he
said. "He encouraged us to do
Two Central students have had something that would be puban advertising class project pub".' lished."
lished nationwide by the Public
Lang said thebooklet explains the
Relations Student Society of process by which students can creAmerica.
ate a newsletter: research, estabDan Lang, 24, a public relations lishing writers, editing, lay-out, and
major, and Brent DaPron, a recent the use of newsletter terminology.
graduate in marketing, created a . PRSSA paid for the printing and
booklet entitled, "How to Produce distribution of 300 of the 27-page
a PRSSA newsletter."
Lang said the booklet is the first
of its kind, teaching the components of compiling a newsletter.
"We felt this booklet would be a
real good guide for when they
(PRSSA students) start doing a
newsletter," Lang said.
Lang and DaPron created the
booklet as part of the Advertising
461 course, taught by Professor
Charles L. Guatney.
booklet.
Guatney encouraged them to creLang said he presented a rough
ate a spin-off of their assignment. copy of it to officials at the national
"I served as a friend to encourage headquarters in Chicago last spring.
them to do what they could and
"They were really enthused, but a
should do, but wouldn't have with- few modifications needed to be
out outside inducement," Guatney made," he said.
said.
The booklet will be distributed to
Lang said Guatney' s help in the all PRSSA college chapters beginby Staci A. West
Editor

''

We felt this
booklet would be
a real good
guide•..
-Dan Lang

proj~ct

ning Dec. 1.
Guatney said newsletters are a
fast-growing area, with approximately 100,000 currently being
published in the United States and
Canada.
He also said he encourages students to get their work published
because it is offers students wider
recognition and experience.
Lang agreed, and said he has
shown it to professionals in his
field wf)o have been impressed
with the booklet.
Lang currently serves as North_west District Director of PRSSA.
In the booklet, the introduction
states, "this booklet is produced to
navigate you step-by-step to success in your first newsletter venture."
Lang said he and DaPron spent
about eight weeks compiling the
information and making changes.
Guatney said he feels this booklet will have a significant impact
on other students considering putting out a newsletter.
And Lang said the experience
has helped him.
"This project alone has enhanced
my writing," he said.
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From page 1
formation catalogs, said Kummer.
ceived a catalog.
This year's video, entitled "New
The video didn't give any infor- Beginnings," provides a brief hismation a new student might need tory of Central, various shots of the
like class information."
university's campus, and the renoAccording to freshman Kendra vation of Barge Hall.
~
~ Gulcznski,thevideoonlyprovided
Copies were distibuted by acaa history and tour of the university. demicservicestohighschoolsaross
"It was pretty useless to a new the state and to students applying
college student," she said.
for admission to Central.
The pmpose of the recruitment • AccordingtoPhyllisReddington

~504 E. 8th
925-2320
~~ GL\•e G.\•e G.\•e G.\~e G.\•e G.\•~ G.\•~ G.\~e ff;
~ *~--~~--~~--~~--~--~--~--~'!'-1t

formation that would normally be
found in the catalog can be accessed on a computer system atthe
registrar's office.
But Bonilla said, she had never
beeninformedofthecomputersystern.
New course catalogs will be dated
for 1994-96 and, according to university development, there are no
plans for future videos.

1
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FREE Parakeet*.

JCPenney
Safeway
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Kentucky Fried
Chicken
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• Yoo can pick up aftl:r Holidays

CWU Bookstore
Burger King
Domino's Pizza

Complete
aquarium set-ups,
all you add is
gravel, water &

Crown Hallmark

fish!

Open 7 days a week,
to serve you.
Mon. - Sat. 9:30 to 5:30
Sun. 12 to 4

10 Gal. $39.48
20Gal. ~.78
35 Gal. $89.00
55 Gal. $156.00
925-1435or1-800-982-PETS

Hannah and Sarah Fogleman, killed Dec. 12, 1988 at 2:22 pm on
l-95 South, Brunswick, GA.
Next time your friend insists on driving drunk, do whatever it takes
to stop him.
Because if he kills innocent people, ~ow will you live with yourself?

~

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

Frazzini's Pizza
Jerrol's Bookstore
also sponsored by
Student Activities, the
Samuelson Union
Building, and Dapper.
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Trustees approve commuter van pool
BOT meets, discusses courtyard walkways, employee resignations
by Lori Leitner
Staff reporter
Central's Board of Trustees approved the creation of a Central
van pool at the Nov. 19 meeting
in Barge Hall.
The van pool program would
serve students, faculty and staff
living in the Ellensburg, Cle Elum
and Yakima areas.
The purpose of this service would
be to provide group transportation
to Central and decrease commuter
trips, thereby improving accessibility to campus parking at Central.
A memo from Central President
Ivory V. Nelson indicated that the
van pool would also help curb pollution to the environment
The van pool would carry seven
participants in a minivan, or a
minimum of 10 participants in a
15- passenger van.
It would utilize Motor Pool vehicles and also be appropriately
insured.
Each van pool group would be
interviewed and asked individually
to sign a contract agreeing to rules
established by Central.
One member of the pool would be

designated as the responsible individual, and would collect payments
and take responsibility for the van,
as well as communicate with Motor Pool personnel.
Any discipline problems or violations to the contract will be referred
to the Motor Pool, according to the
memo.
After approving the proposal, the
BOT discussed the temporary walks
outside Barge Hall.
These walks in the Barge courtyard were paved and new concrete
sidewalks are now located at the
northeast entrance to Barge Hall.
Nelson proposed to accept as complete the Barge courtyard temporary walks contract for the amount
of $16,093.
The BOT approved Nelson's proposal. ·
Other topics discussed included
faculty members requesting leave
without pay.
Members included Charles M.
Rubin, associate professor of geology, who requested leave without
pay for winter quarter to pursue
funded research on the 1992Landers earthquake in the Mojave
Desert.

Margaret E. Lloyd, professor of Frank Cioffi.
Hale said he could not afford to
psychology, also requested personal leave without pay for winter stay at Central.
Clerf' s resignation, effective Oct.
quarter.
The board approved the faculty 15, accepted a civil service position in the computer science deexchange of two professors.
Elbert E. Bilyeu, professorof for- partment, according to a memo from
eign languages, will teach in the vice president for Business and FiMexican program during the 1994 nancial Affairs Courtney Jones.
Dr. James Pappas, dean
Acawinter quru·ter.
Maria Estela Garcia, exchange demic Services, recommended that
faculty member from Universidad Lillian Brooks be recommended
Austral de Chile, was appointed as for the status of Distinguished Civil
a visiting exchange professor for Recognition.
"She cares for students and the
the winter quarter.
Two Central employees resigned people who work with her," Pappas
said in his recommendation memo.
and the BOT discussed the cases.
"She has always been ready to
Resignations of faculty members
James L. Hale, assistant professor perform and contribute not only to
of English, and La Veile Clerf, ad- the benefit of her unit, but also to
ministrative secretary to the vice Central and the Ellensburg compresident for Business and Finan- munity."
Lillian Brooks also held the posicial Affairs, turned in letters of
tion of"First Lady of Central Washresignation.
Hale's resignation will be effec- ington University" from 1961 to
tive al the end of the 1993-1994 1978 when her husband, James
Brooks, was president, Pappas said.
academic year.
The Board approved Pappas'
Hale had tried without success to
have his salary raised at least to the recomendation.
The next regular BOT meeting
level of Central's newest faculty
members, according to a letter from has been scheduled for Feb. 11 in
Hale to English Department Chair Barge Hall room 412.

of

Acampus-wideforum will happen tomorrow in Barge 412 to
discuss the 1993-98 Strategic
Plan.
The forum will focus on · the
University Wide Goals section
of the plan.
That section was finalized during the summer, and this will be
the first opportunity for people
to discuss it in an open forum.
The forum is open to all faculty, staff, students and the community, and is scheduled from 3
p. m. to 5 p. m.

•

The Washington State Higher
Education Coordinating Board
will host a public forum on tuition issues Dec. 9, as part of its
regular scheduled monthly meeting.
The purpose of the forum is for
interested individuals to share
views on current and potential
tuition issues and policies.
The tuition forum will be from
10 a. m. to noon in Olympia at
the Coho A Tyee Hotel. For
more information, call (206) 7 532210.
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Hard work ethic pays off for Central President
by Staci A. West

said, was being named chancellor
of the Alamo Community College
District in Texas.
The panel who chose the chancellor consisted of three Mexicans,
three Anglos and one black.
"I didn't think I had a chance in
the world," Nelson said.
When he got the call, he said he
actually just slid off the bed." That
was a proud moment."

Editor

Sweat dripped off his brow onto
the legs furiously pedaling the bike
to the next stop. His clothes clung
to his back as if they had become
parts of his skin. He came to a
gradual stop in front of a house,
happy to have a moment of rest.
The 17-year-old boy was cordial
to the woman and gave her the
goods she had ordered. Within
seconds he was back on his bike
with tires whirling toward the next
stop.
As his bike followed the paths
through town, his mind followed
another, far grander path.
His determination to have more
out of life heated him much more
than the scorching Louisiana sun.
Dreams of college and a life full
of more than delivering drug store
goods fueled his body and internal
drive.
Not daunted by discipline or challenges, the young man joined the
Air Force where he learned about
perseverance.
And soon, with the help of the GI
Bill, which helped veterans of the
armed services pay for an education, the young man enrolled at
Grambling State University.
Four years later, he earned a college degree in chemistry education. ·
Three years after that, he became
the first African-American to receiveadoctorateinanalyticalchemistry at the University of Kansas.
After a life of pushing himself on
toward greater things, Ivory V.
Nelson has said he can't tolerate
laziness.
"I don't like laziness, people who
don't have drive or give up easily,"
he said. Even though he says he is
a warm and caring person, he believes people should fight for their
position.
"I have no sympathy for anyone
who comes to me about hard worlc,"
he said. "I had to choose the path
and make the decisions thatl wanted
to do. And I did."
Nelson has two sisters, but lost a

''

I have no
sympathy for
anyone who
comes to me
about hard work.
Ivory V. Nelson

brother and sister when they were
babies. Because he was a strong
baby, his father, a Methodist minister, named him Ivory for having
"the strength of the tusk of an elephant."
When Nelson applied for school
to get his doctorate, he was told he
had to take an entrance exam in a
foreign language.
He didn't know one, so he studied
six hours every day for six weeks
prior to the test.
"I taught myself to read and translate German," he said. "I took the
test and got a perfect score."
Nelson said he knew people didn't
just walk right into success.
He cited basketball star Michael
Jordan as a good example. He said
Jordancouldn'toriginallymakehis
high school basketball team, so he

worked hard at improving.
"You have to do what we call 'pay
your dues'," he said.
Nelson paid his dues as a professor at Southern University ofLouisiana for two years. He said he saw
problems at the university and
wanted to change things.
''The process was just bugging
me," he said. "I thought there had
to be a better way to do some of
these things. I'm going to change
higher education.
·
"No matter what I got in, I wanted
to go to the top."
He said he knew then-more than
30 years ago-that he wanted to be
a college president.
So he moved around, working at a
community college, a black school
and a major research university.
One of his proudest moments. he

You CAN HAVE "NATURALLY" CURLY HAIR
INTRODUCING AVEDA NATURAL PROCESS

OPEN
WEEKENDS

Nelson, who said he always
wants to be an agent of change,
stirred up Central' s campus when
he arrived as president in 1992.
He set out to create a strategic
plan for the university, which he
said "everyone resisted."
But he said it's something Central
had to have.
"That's the fun part about
(change)," he said. "People resist
change simply because they're
comfortable. This is something
new."
The one attribute he said he contributes to the university is having
a vision, charting it, and being able
to deliver the resources and management skills to make it work.
"While I have created some consternation, ... I think some of them
(faculty, administration) know
(changes) were necessary."
When he talks about hard work,
Nelson said most young people today will say they are at college to
get a job or a degree.
"Very rarely will you hear 'I want
to learn something so I can be able
to function."'
He said college

See NELSON/ Page 8
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Graduate's death offers
chance to reflect on life

S

ometimes it takes a tragedy for us to really appreciate our
lives. On Nov. 20, Central graduate Pete Schoenhofen died
in an automobile accident near Quincy. He was 23 years old.
For many students, he may have been the first person our age we
knew that died.
His death affected many students.
Even though Pete's death came too soon, we can learn a lesson
from the tragedy: We aren't invincible and we won't live forever.
And what better reason to live our lives the best we can now?
Pete's former roommate from Central, graduate Mike Stohler, said
Pete was always Mr. Positive.
How do we look at life? While acknowledging the bad things, we
should focus on what is good about life.
Life may be like a stage, or a play, but we each have the ability to
decide if we want our life to be a tragedy, comedy, or have a happy
ending.
.
Pete put in long hours organizing Red Cross campus blood drives.
As an LGA, he encouraged other8 to donate blood.
Pete understood the importance of helping others.
Also, Pete was a good role model. Murray Larsen, director of
Residence Living, said he met a family this quarter who had lived
near Pete. Their son was now coming to Central The parents had
talked about how Pete had been a good example to their son.
We can live the type of life where, in the end, people have only
good things to say about us.
Pete's death should make us think about the type of life we are
leading.
.
We won't live forever, so how will we live the tinle we have?
Do we share laughter and love with other people? Or do we make
childish jokes about those of us who are different or less fortunate?
How does each of us want to be remembered? Most of the people
who talked about Pete mentioned his quick smile and drive.
Will we be remembered as highly? If not, maybe it's time to
reevaluate how we live and treat others.
Make a difference, so that when you leave Central, you 're remembered for the good that you did. Just as we remember Pete.

Sacrifice tlie beer,
spreatf /io{Uiay cliee

W

ith the holidays coming up, we need to take a moment to
remember those people who won't have a juicy turkey for
Christmas dinner or champagne on New Year's Eve.
No matter what town you're from, people there need your help.
The homeless, elderly and dying need companionship. Over Winter
break, take some time to volunteer at a homeless shelter. Stand in
the food line and dish out the food they so desperately need.
It isn't fair if we walk down the streets of Seattle, Spokane or any
other city and frown on those people who don't have a home or job.
If we have time to complain, then we have the time to help.
Also, poor families need toys for children and food for their
Christmas dinner. At Central, various departments and programs on
campus have adopted needy families, donating toys and food for
their holidays.
We can help with these good deeds by bringing in extra food, or
even buying some to donate.
The people that have, should help those who don't have.
Will we really miss the five dollars we give to needy people? That
may mean we won't get to see the new movie out in theaters, or buy
a six-pack of beer.
But imagine what five dollars can mean to someone who doesn't
have one spare dollar.
And we, as young people with much to share, can make someone
else's life more enjoyable.
Nothing spreads holiday cheer more quickly than generosity.
What we have ~d keep, only benefits us. But what we give
'away-whether ffbe in time or money-can help others and be
r~embered forever . .
As the holiday saying goes, "The joy is in giving, not receiving."
Then remember, giving isn'tjust for the holidays.

LETTERS
Bad luck the
culprit in
bike wrecks
To the Editor:
Representing those of us that ride
bicycles, I'd like to respond to the
recent article on the crackdown
(Nov.18).
This sudden threat we seem to
pose is most unneiving.
Now, I'll grant that enforcing sidewalk riding and wrong way'riding
downtown is worthwhile, but
downtown streets are busy and the
enforcement is necessary.
Let's tum then to look at the college campu~ and specifically our
good campus polices' and pedestrians' new-found negative attitude
toward us.
To give one example, do the police not have anything better to do
than issue citations for failing to
stop completely on a bicycle at a
stop sign?
I'm sure most college-educated
individuals don't proceed through
a stop sign without considering the
fact that a car weighs a great deal
more than a bicycle.
Explain these erratically placed
"no bicycle" zones on campus..
If bicycles are such a large problem, then why must we file into a
three foot-wide lane typically
blocked with people on foot anyway?
Some paths state with signs that a
10 mph speed is notto be exceeded.
This clearly means that bicycles
can be riden on the path, yet oblivious pedestrians walk shoulder to
shoulder and then complain about
being startled when we try to navigate around them.
What's the problem with the
health center's "20 bicycle accidents last year" statistic?
I'm not sure of the number of
individuals on campus riding bikes
at any one time, but let's say that 1
in 4 people ride bikes.
lfthe student population is roughly
6,000 then about 1,500 people ride
bikes through campus in any one
day.
Include about 180 days of school,
this gives about 270,000 possibili·
ties for an accident: a .007 percent
chance for any one person to get

eration other importantfactors conSeems like bad luck is the cause cerning students like me and others
interested in the education program,
here, not too many bicycles.
I pay dearly. as do many others, to before they changed it so drastiride my bike here and the thought cally.
of paying more just doesn't rest I also know I am not the only one
suffering from these changes.
with me, so let us be!
There are many others just like
me.
Anonymous
I know that nothing can be done
now but changing something that
was once so goodis very hard to get
accustomed to.
Maybe in the future the eel program will, hopefully, suffer from
thesechangesandrealize they made
a costly mistake. "
hurt.

Ed program
stipulations
unfair, awful
To the Editor:

I am a concerned student ·writing
to you about Central' education
program.
I am currently acknowledged as
an Early Childhood Education student, but in the process of an unwantedchangedue tO the new heavy
restrictions on the program.
As it stands, to take any education
class you must be admitted in to the
Teacher Ed program, which calls
for a 3.0 gpa for three consecutive
quarters-much higher than the
average gpa in most pther majors.
This new change also came about
abruptly to the system last year,
shortly after the education program
regained its accreditation.
To some this may not be a problem, but for many others it is.
.In my situation, I just began taking Ed classes the quarter this was
introduced.
As a sophomore, I was only allowed to get into one class due to
registering last.
This was my problem, however. I
was finished taking all other requirements and was stuck with
classes of no interest.
This then led to poor grades and
no chance at admittance into theed
program~

This was very upsetting for the
fact that being a teacher is all I ever
thought about since I was six.
Even though I am now a junior
I'm in a big struggle to finda proper
major.
·
My big concern is the incoming
students who aren 'taware of all the
awful stipulations required for be·
ing in the teacher eel program.
Therefore, I think, I feel, and I
would have appreciated it if Central would have taken into consid-

Shawna Nelson

Tablescraps
all Central
students eat
To the Editor:
Central has an enrollment problem in case no one has noticed.
All of us who make up the student
body know how fun it is to try to
get the classes you need to graduate.
I am a junior who has been fighting the system the wh61e way, and
because of this fine educational
institution, I will be graduating a
quarter late .
It all boils down to economics.

See SCRAPS/page 7
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Scraps: all
about tnoney,
not education
From page 6
Central has to fill. quotas to obtain
state funding.
Our school is required to let in a
certain amount of incoming freshmen to fill quotas to get state money.
This in itself is a problem, because
the state money we do get is just
leftovers.
WSU, UW and WWU get all the
money because of their programs,
Central gets the tablescraps.
This creates a sort of domino effeet. More freshmen plus a small
amount offunding equals not enough
faculty and no classes.
Nice equation, huh? Scary but
true, or should I say, sad but true.
The fact that there is· not enough
faculty affects everyone is here to
get an education. The problem
should be about education.
That would be easy to fix, but it's
not It's about money, and a million
miles of red tape.
This is not easy to fix. let me make
it clear, spell it out, do whatever it
, takes to get some students to try and
do something.
First of all, we have to quit wasting
money on the president's house and
super chimp labs and newly paved
parking lots when the gravel ones
were fine.
We need to take these millions of
dollars wasted and put them to use.

Ya know, maybe blow it on some
faculty of something.
We need money to pay more faculty so there are more classes, so
the entire student body can get those
classes and get the education they
expect and deserve.

I believe the Central campus has
the potential to be beautiful.

The Ganges and the willow trees
give it a very relaxed, country-like
feel.
However, the cracked cement,
dirty buildings, and knocked-over
memorial trees detract from the
Trevor Adler
picture greatly.
I realize that the school is on a
very tight budget and just does not
have the money for a campus as
beautiful as the University of
Washington.
However, I don't think it is only
the lack of money that is causing
our school to stay in such a state of
To the Editor:
disrepair.
Lack of interest in the problem
I have attended Central for three is.
years, and have alw,ays thought it to
be the one of the least upkept cam- Leslie Mildon
puses I have seen.
I realize that the appearance of the
campus should come behind academics in importance, but not as far
behind as I have .seen Central place
it.
For example, the area surrounding
the Walnut mall. The flowers, if
there are any, are dying. The unfin- To the Editor:
ished areas abound.
I would think the school ·would The letter regarding the discourwant to put on a better face for tesy of people on bicycles and the
possible freshmen wl\o are visiting subsequent suggestion of outlawing them on campus (Oct. 21,
for the first time.
If they decidp to attend, they will "Bikes should be banned from
bring with them precious revenues campus") seems to be a bit of a
the school seems to need so badly. "knee jerk" reaction to the issue.
How a school looks is the first As a person who rides a bicycle
impression received by anyone, and on campus I see the issue from a
as we have all heard, the first im- broader point of view.
There is no doubt that there are
pression is the most tightly held.

Appearance
of campus in
sorry state

Solution lies
with acting
like adults

About adollar aslice.

Thin .crust pepperoni. Extra cheese. No anchovies.

some riders on campus that have
Starting as freshmen, we have to
little or no regard for others on the take classes, along with basic classes,
walkways. There is also no doubt forourmajor. Thenumberofclasses
that pedestrians display the same we have to take compared to any
behavior.
other major is almost double.
Should we outlaw walking, too?
The problem is that we spend hours
There are people who are preoc- upon hours in class and are not even
copied with their thoughts and the credited for it.
"scenery" around them.
I am currently in a class that meets
There are groups of people who three times a week and I'm in class
walk side by side, blocking the for a total of six hours.
entire mall as they walk along.
Now any normal class, this would
The problem is more along the be a six credit class. We are only
order of a simple lack of common getting three credits.
courtesy and respect.
I don't understand why we are not
The concept of legislating what getting the credits that we should.
should otherwise be the practice of Even in a science class that I took
kindness, respect and common there was alab that we got credit for.
courtesy certainly s~ows that while This even means if our classes are
people may believe they possess considered as a lab, or "rumds-on
virtuous qualities, they still feel the working," we should be getting credneed to be regulated by authority. its.
The solution to the problem is not
We are learning every day in class
necessarily another rule, it can be just like any other subject. Our
as simple as people who claim to be classes are just as difficult as any
adults acting accordingly.
other classes.
I have heard from students firstTim Sharpe
hand who are taking basic requirements and chose an art class.
They all have said how difficult
and time-consuming it was.
An art class is not like reading a
book. When you read a book and
take notes, you 're done.
In an art class, we could work on a
project for hours or weeks longer
than the time it takes to study for a
basic class.
To the Editor:
I feel like we are being ripped off.
I am an art student -that attends
Why are we not getting the credits
Central. Thereason that I'm writ- that we fairly deserve?
ing is that I believe art students
Tina Klein
here are being ripped off.

Art students
ripped off by
fewer credits

About adollar aday.
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FAIR: new ordinance will not go
New ha1son sets
sights on Olympia into ejfect for one more year
From page 1

y Joe Butler

opy editor
A new legislative liaison will be
epresenting Central students in
lympia winter quarter. ·
The ASCWU Board of Directors
ired Heather Flodstrom, 21, in
eptembcr to serve as liaison to
·tudents and the legislature.
.. I am really excited to work for
·tudents," Flodstrom said.
"I have gotten a lot from this
·chool, and will give a lot back."
In Olympia, Flodstrom will be
est ifying befpre committees, and
·ceping Central's student bpdy
1warc of any issues affecting them.
She ·has already been over in
lympia attending meetings of the
igher Education Coordinating
oard.
She is also the lieutenant gover1or of Washington Intercollegiate
tudent Legislature.

Flodstrom spent last summer in
Washington D.C. working in the
office of Sen. Patty Murray (DW A). She said this experience
has prepared her for the job in
Olympia.
"I am familiar with the state
legislature, and can jump in with
both feet," she said.
"I don't have to stop and learn
the process, because I already
know the process."
She said one of her plans in
Olympia includes working with
the Washington Student Lobby to
place a student on Central' s Board
of Trustees.
This has been attempted for the
past five years, but Flodstrom
believes it is possible to get it
passed.
Flodstrom, a senior, has a political science major with a specialty in legislative process. She
also has an economics minor.

Budget_:trying to do more with
less,. awaiting legislative session
,From page 1
the length and breadth of access to
education, increasing the diversification of the student body, and improving the quality of the education program.
Lowry will analyze all the universities' budget plans this December, and forward his recommendations for cuts to the legislature.
"It's not certain yet," Jones said.
"It still has to go through the legislature. The legislature might not

even cut, or they might cut more or
less."
Moore offered another viewpoint.
"The government is trying to do
more with less, but we're to the
point where we have already done
more with less," he said.
"The idea that further cuts in services, administration and management functions, and academic support somehow continues .to protect
further growth and development of
universities is specious."

possess current state and Ellensburg business licenses.
Council members voted that the
ordinance will take effect next year,
but Erickson wanted it to take effect immediately.
An injunction could not be granted
Tuesday because Cooper said
Erickson did not make proper ser-·
vice on his injunction request.
Cooper granted the requests of
Theresa Kulik, representing Central. and Paul Sullivan, representing the city of Ellensburg, to fine
·Erickson $250 each for improper
service and for terms and costs for
their time in court.
In order to grant a proper injunction, each person involved in the
case must be served a notice that
they are involved.
Erickson attempted to serve papers Monday to President Ivory V.
Nelson, along with the Ellensburg
city manager and the state attorney

general's office.
However. Cooper said that by
law Erickson was not supposed to
serve the papers in person.
Instead, a third party representing
Erickson was supposed to.
Erickson also did not personally
hand the papers to the individuals,
but gave them instead to Nelson's
secretary and the Ellensburg finance
director instead of the city manager.
Bundy said thathe and Erickson
attempted to file the motion for an
injunction last Wednesday, but said
the court clerks refused to take it.
"We thought the commissioner
would have filed it, since we paid
the filing fee, but he erased it,"
Bundy said.
"We told the city well in advance
we would file."
Cooper said the motion was denied because the time Bundy requested for the injunction hearing

was during the Thanksgiving holiday, when court was not in session.
Kulik asked for the fine to be
placed against Erickson because
she was not notified of the injunction hearing until that morning, and
had to travel from Yakima.
''This has been going on for years
; .. It wasn't until (Monday) that he
seemed fit to bring it up at all,"
Kulik said.
''The vendors are already on their
way. The court shouldn't have
entertained his motion at all."
Christian Gross, student coordinator of Ware Fair. did not want to
comment on Tuesday's ruling, except to say that "a lot of work has
gone into Ware Fair this year."
She said that by Tuesday there
were about 100 vendors lined up,
and 80 to 100 food vendors as well.
Gross said this year the city requested a list of all vendors, and
whether they possess valid state or
city licenses, and tax information.

NELSON: an agent for
change in higher education
From page 4
students today, to be competitive
in the workforce, must concentrate on learning how to communicate.
"Read, write, speak, and be able
to argue your position," he said.
"If you can do that, all the other
issues you face, you have the skills
to solve them."
One of his favorite moments of
working in higher education, he
said, is graduation.
When he arrived at Central, he
moved the graduation exercises
outside so students could have
more family and friends see them

walk across the stage for their diploma.
"That is one of the most important
days in one's life," he said.
"You can directly see an effect
there."
People in higher education get
"joy out of transforming young
people into ... what they becamea blossoming jewel." .
As president, Nelson said he now
has less personal time. He spends
much time giving speeches at conferences in Washington and entertaining Central friends.
But when he does have an open
day, he said he loves to go fishing.

"It's a contest," he said. "First of
all you have to find (the fish)."
He said he often fishes for salmon
on the coast or for bass at th.e
Potholes.
His wife, Patricia, fishes with
him sometimes, but he said fishing alone allows him to enjoy the
solitude.
"It gives you a chance to really
be reflective sitting out there,"
Nelson said. And when he reflects,
he can remember a life where he
always moved forward and proved
to people it's possible to be an
agent for change in higher education.
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simple rock show brings sweet relief
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by Kristy Ojala
Scene editor

I think the members of Sweet
Water, a brave and forceful band
hailing from the west side of the
state, are in love with each other.
They sprawled around the backstage room at Adeline's before their
sold-out show Nov. 20, relating to
each other like cousins who have
finally grown old enough to leave
the family picnic and live together.
The three years Sweet Water has
spent playing as a whole unit have
accumulated to form a tangibly
comfortable bond, similar to a long
car ride, where silence is not wrong
or unsettling but relaxing.

''

I see half-grins
and goodnatured looks all
around me,.
suddenly feeling
surrounded by
Stepford Sons-The Perfect
Band.
t

Dave Fiske/The Observer

Drummer Paul K. Uhlir sits in
his plaid boxer shorts on the floor,
wearing headphones and pounding
his drumsticks on the ratty carpet.
tie leans against lead guitarist
Dudley Taft's outstretched leg,
watching the other band members
intently as he sits, as if he doesn't
want to lose sight of them.
Rhythm guitarist Rich Credo
settles on the toilet in the comer
because no chairs are left, leaning
his back against the sticker a past
band left upon its lid. It pictures a
smiley-faced George Washi11tgton
and says, "Ilike Washington state."
Credo's red turtleneck glitters as
he moves, like the metalflake coating on a 1970s-circa Schwinn bicycle. After confessing to cow-tip-

Sweet Water singer Adam Czeislerfetched many Jim Morrison comparisons after a sold-out show at Adeline's Nov. 20.
ping once, he smiles and motions
toward Cole Peterson, the bassist,
saying, "He's the one you want to
talk to."
Peterson, who looks similar to
comedy actor Martin Short (and
admits it), sits in a chair with his
stocking cap pulled over his ears
and smirks. It seems he is always
the group-appointed talker.
He reads a copy of the latest
SPIN magazine, the one with Pearl
Jam poster boy Eddie Vedder on
the cover.
"What do you think about that
whole Pearl Jam against the media
thing?" I ask ...'Why do they say
how much they dislike the media,
then turn around and allow them-

Dave Fiske/The Observer

The self-proclaimed non-smoker of the group, guitarist
Dudley Taft Is also the only non-native Washingtonian.

selves to appear on the cover of
every national publication?"
Peterson keeps his eyes turned
downward, slightly smirking. He
says they have become friends with
the members of PI through the
whole Seattle scene, sharing a love
for music and professional basketball.
He won't say anything negative
about anyone, not even when I ask
him if giving interviews sometime
seem like an obligation instead of
an option. He even double-checks
the question before speaking, as if
allowing himself plenty of time to
sort through his mental word pile
and eliminate any unfriendly ones.
"Well, I mean, we really appreciate it at this point," he says. "We
are just getting up there, so publicity is really great. I don't mind it
all."
The band' sactions have followed
this notion. Prior to arriving at
Adeline's, they stopped by campus
radio station KCAT and donated
bundles of Sweet Water T-shirts,
CDs and posters for an on-the-air
giveaway.
General manager Mark Noesen
interviewed the band live for almost 15 minutes, and after it was
over, the members repeatedly asked
him if he was sure they'd given him
enough infonnation.
Sweet Water came together
nearly three years ago in Seattle-which still is a city constantly spring
boarding new music, not just
grunge, from its innards into the
big time. Everyone but Taft, who
migrated from Illinois, ,was raised
in the Emerald City.
They were signed to Atlantic
Records, released a self-titled album earlier this year, then toured
for 10 months around the United
States, opening for large crowddrawing acts like Alice In Chains
and Living Colour.
Now the band is sporadically

working on a new album which
Peterson estimates will be finished
by February. If they didn't have
such ambition to please their fans,
the songs might be finished sooner.
That's not the way they'd want it,
though.
'"Playing over and over [to finish
recording an album] gets old,"
Peterson says. "You kind of think
'this sucks.' Our first album was
done that way, but we've found it's
much better with a three- or fourmonth window.

"We're putting it together in between outings and touring, piece
by piece."
At this point, singer Adam
Czeisler comes in quietly and sits
down. He, too, is smiling. I see
half-grins and good-natured looks
all around me in this room, suddenly feeling as if I'm surrounded
by Stepford Sons-The Perfect
Band.
A blue light bulb dangles in the
corner by the creaky stairway, and
underitthebandgraciouslycoagulates for a photo. Afterward,
PetersonandCredobumcigarettes.
Peterson's is lit prematurely, I
guess, because a look of distress
crosses his face. He jumps up, saying, "~o, ~ot in here. We can't
smoke m this room."
Everyone but Taft returns to the

blue luminance to smoke. Taft sits
on the sagging mattress and plays
his green guitar, explaining he's
the only non-smoker of the group
and they respect that.
"My girlfriend's aunt just died
from secondhand smoke," he says.
"I figure they've got lots of other
places to smoke, except when we're
on stage and it's open air.
"They always go somewhere
else. It's just_my girlfriend's aunt
had cancer, and it was miserable.
Her husband had always smoked in
the house."
He goes on to tell me about their
tour, which lasted from June
through October. He remembers
staying at a hotel in the South, and
swimming in the pool with Dolores
0 'Riordan, the singer for the Cranberries.
There's that smiling thing again.
"She was looking pretty nasty in
her bikini," he says. It's the first
(and last) negative comment anyone in Sweet Water makes the entire night.
At 11 p.m., the. band goes on
stage before a crowd of nearly 200.
This is capacity for Adeline's,
where beer and bodies spill freely.
The chagrin of the road manager
and "crowd controllers" toward the
obnoxious actions of excited audience members is smoothed over by
vocalist Czeisler.
"We'reOKuphere,"hetellsthe
crowd after they are told to move
backandgivethebandmorespace.
"You guys are OK, right?" he asks
the other members. They nod.
Czeisler, haphazardly attired in a
denim shirt embroidered with
cheery designs and the phrase "I
love music" and a vintage pair of
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SWEETWATER: Seattle-ites
may return for an all-ages show

t:

---------.,;

from page 10
polyester Levis, smiles at the about each other.
concertgoers and says, "Let's rock.
The show lasts nearly two hours;
We wanna kick your butt. and we Sweet Water still returns for an
want you to kick our butts.•·
encore.
The show is loud and energetic,
They wrap with a cover of
bringing out the anxiety many Blondie's "Call Me," a surprise
Ellensburgersdon'texerciseoften. song the band seems to begin withLive music is hard to come by some outCzeisler' s prior knowledge. He
weeks iri this town, and it shows.
grins back at them"" shrugs and
Czeisler leads the way like a plunges into the lyrics.
champ, showcasing songs
·
Upstairs afterward, they
mostly .from .the latest . :· ~~:~~~~>... sitpleasantlydiscus~ing ·
albu~, mcl~ding "Ev- ::'
t;_;~W .;
··~.. the newest Sega v1.deo
erythmg Will Be All .... · S,'1t;~~ .. ~t~r; . ·. gamesandspoutlines
1
Right" and "King of f~·
~ '\
· ··~
from "Saturday
'79," which they ·
Night Live" at each
rarely perform.
. . } »~~~ >
other.
The latter song is
· :;:
Soon they pack up
about the singer's idol
~ :
- ~ : their equipment and
during his adolescence, the · · ~' ·
helptheroadmanagerload
onewhotaughthimaboutmusic.
up the U-Haul they will take
He waves his arms in arcs around turns driv.ing over the snowy pass.
his body, hands splayed, a strange
Czeisler and Peterson discuss the
hybrid of motions R.E.M. singer possibility of returning to EllensMichael Stipe might have con- burg in the near future to play an
cocted had he been a high school all-ages show on campus.
cheerleader.
"We like to do as many all-ages
The other band members grin shows as possible," Peterson says.
open-mouthed at each other during "This has been just great."
the whole set, and though Taft is
Sweet Water is playing the
the only true backing vocalist, the RKCNDY in Seattle tonight and
, others lip-sync the vocals as well. tomorrow to celebrate their threeThey appearto know everything year anniversary.

'irl';,
y

•

•

Still wondering what to give
someone for the holidays?
The holidays are challenging times for the
American Red Cross Blood Services. The need
for blood increases due to the increased risk of
auto accidents on crowded and slippery roads.
At the same time, donations decline when
people become busy shopping, entertaining and
traveling.
Blood donors must be at least 18 years old,
or 17 with parental consent. Donors must also
be in good health and weigh more than 110
pounds.
Please call the Kittitas County chapter for
• more information on how to give a special gift
this holiday season at 925-5866.
'

Artistrv
418 N. Pine
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SHUTTLE SERVICE

925-9715

Keep Your Nails Beautiful ...

At present there are two shuttle
service vans. One van will be routed clockwise
around the campus and one will be counterclockwise.

$2p1us1ax

~"1°»~~::·lic or Fiberglass Fills -- $w;;~
Expires 12-31-93 ,

Ken's Auto Wash
1

The result of this change will be that a van
will be at each shuttle stop three times per hour.

--------------~----,

Daily Espresso Specials
. $1.50

great

~
.~~

l:f

..

L

The shuttle service route will change
beginning Winter guarter.

\

Eileen & Co.

18 KT Gold Holiday Nail Charm --

e
e

This holiday season, sugarplums
won't be the only
things dancing.
A seasonal classic, the "Nutcracker"
ballet, will be performed on campus
starting tomorrow
and running through
Sunday.
The Ellensburg
Youth Ballet, cosponsored
by
Central's department of theater arts,
will present a cast of
over 65 dancers at
McConnell Auditorium.
Professional dancers Philip Laue of
Edmonds and Ana
Estela Zamora of
Seattle are among
the performers, under the direction of
Christine Patterson.
Laue received a
bachelor of science
degree from Central,
and was trained at
Pacific Northwest
Photo courtesy Ellensburg Youth Ballet
Ballet in Seattle, as
Professional dancers Philip Laue, a Central graduate, and
well as the San FranAna Estela Zamora practice for their weekend perforcisco Ballet and
Edmonds' Olympic
mances of the holiday classic "Nutcracker" In conjunction
Ballet.
with the Ellensburg Youth Ballet.
He danced "Le
Corsaire" this summer, arships at _Joffrey Ballet, Pacific tomorrow and Satwhere he ~as a guest artist Northwest Ballet and the San Fran- urday at 8 p.m.,
for the Seattle Civic Dance cisco Ballet.
with a 2 p.m. matiTheatre.
She has training in classical bal- nee on Sunday.
His other roles include let, modem, tap, jazz and Spanish
All
perforBluebird Pas de Deux and dance and character.
mances are in
Puss 'n Boots in "Sleeping
She has appeared in numer9us McConnell. AdBeauty," Prince Siegfried television shows and commercial vance tickets are
in "Swan Lake, Act II."
work, and previously performed available through
He previously performed with Spectrum and Greg Thomp- Shapiro's and
asCavalierin "Nutcracker." son Follies.
Downtown PharZamora received scholThe "Nutcracker" will be held macy.

/

1

rou~e

and .schedules will be posted.

1

I
Ken's Special Blend
Java by Majestic gift i ea II
8 oz. package
I
$4.89 plus tax
I
I
I
Rainier Full Case
I
$9.99
II

-41e1114jt.11e•

The
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------------------1013 E. 10th
925-7915

VAN POOLS
The Central Washington University
Motor Pool is in the process of
p_lanning van pools from
Cle Elum and Yakima to the ca·mpus.
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· 01ie last cha1ice · · · · ·
Professor lives dual life on TV show · · · So1ne
things to do before finals
by Nathaniel Romanelli
Staff reporter

Now throui:h Dec. 4: Two '

"Roll 'em!" With lights on and
cameras working, a filming sequence begins for W. Robert
Goedecke, a professor of philosophy at Central.
He is a regular background extra
on the television series, "Northern
Exposure," which is filmed in
nearby Roslyn.
"A friend of mine, Tom Crabtree,
is a regular [on the series]. I told
him I was available," Goedecke
said.
From there, the show's producers
in Seattle made the personnel selection, and Goedecke was chosen
to appear as a background extra on
the show, he said.

''

AU the background
extras want to be
stars.IIDIDediately
what you [as an
extra] want is a
speaking line.

--W. Robert Goedecke
Along with being a background
extra on the show, Goedecke has
made acquaintances with actors
Janine Turner and Rob Morrow.
Turner plays Maggie, the postal
clerk, and Morrow is Joel
Fleischmann, a medical doctor from
the Bronx in ·New Yorlc: who is
practicing medicine in a small town
to pay for his education.
Goedecke actually started work
as a background on "Northern Exposure" this August, he said.
Even though the production crew
of the television show requires
Goedecke 's presence on the show
only one day per week, ·that work
can be long, usually lasting 13
hours, he said.
The show is set in Cicely, Alas}ra,
but is filmed on location in Roslyn
and Redmond.
Three coaches on the set instruct

Mike Spence/The Observer

W. Robert Goedecke teaches philosophy, and Is a regular
extra·on the television series, "Northern Exposure."
the background extras in natural
acting and being themselves,
Goedecke said.
"All the background extras want
to be stars," Goedecke joked, noting that "immediately what you [as ·
an extra] want is a speaking line."
He said that "every so often an
extra gets an actual line."
The town of Roslyn itself is filled
with loggers, coal miners, and Bohemian artists, craftsmen skilled in
clothing and pottery making.
Goedecke said the different
groups of people in the town function quite well together, and give
the town an atmosphere not unlike ·
Cicely, the show's· fictional setting.
During a recent painting job on
his house in Ellensburg, Goedecke
left half of the building the existing ·
gray color, and half of it red.
· "I tend to be unconventional in
my house," Goedecke said.
Along his back fence he has three
murals, each depicting a different
figure. One is of a giant bull, one
of a rodeo clown, and one of a

religious figure.
Each of the figures has symbolic
meaning. The bull represents the
force of the indefinite, he said, and
the rodeo clown represents a s)rmbolic control over "the primitive
forces of the universe."
Goedecke was born in Gary, Ind.
65 years ago. He worlc:ed in the

The works of students Kevin
bills of original, one-:act plays McElrathandJamesBennettwill
will be presented in Tower The- be featured.
atre,beginningat8p.m. Theplays
were written by students in Cen- Dec. 3-5: The "Nutcracker"
tral playwrighting classes taught ballet in McConnell. Sheesh! See
by Dr. Betty E. Evans, coordina- p. 11 for more info.
tor.
~ Leavenworth Lighting FestiEach play is directed by stu- · val begins, and is also held Dec.
dents, so you should at least go 11. Tourist trap from Hades, but
for the entertainment value. (And pretty and fun.
the free admission.)
· ~ Jazznightconcert tomorrow at
Tonight and Saturday the 8 p.m. in Hertz rental car hall.
plays are "The Huckster," writ- Directed by John F. Moawad.
ten by Athena Karageorges, di- '1 Chorale and chamber choir
rected by Julie Scott; and "The present a holiday concert SaturReunion," by Scott Jacob Smith/ . day at 8 p.m., Sunday at 3 p.m. in
Debra Dutkiewicz-Zetterberg.
Hertz, conducted by Geoffrey
Included tomorrow are: "The Boers. Don't these people ever
Tea Party," written by ·Andy rest?
Hoffman, die-reeled by Scott '1 Classic Film Series presents
Jacob Smith; "The Great Hereaf- "The Stolen Children," a 1992
ter," by Brian Tacke/Blair Italian film on Sunday at 7 p.m.
Stewart; and play de lasto but not in McConnell. Twenty-five
leasto, "The Re-Educator," with dimes and you're in.
John GartrelVAmy Archbold
Contributions can be made to Dec. 6: A master of fine arts
the theater arts scholarship fund graduate thesis exhibit featuring
Evans suggests not all shows are relief prints and drawings by
recommended for children. Hee. Larry Aldrich opens at the Sarah
Spurgeon Art Gallery. Free, runs
Tonii:ht; The symphonic band through Dec. 10, open 8 a.m.-5
and wind ensemble, directed by p.m. daily.
Andrew Spencer and Larry
- Gookin, will present a concert at Dec. 9-12: A.R. Gurney' splay
8 p.m. in Hertz Recital Hall. "Love Letters" in the TowerTheFree admission, suggested do- atre at 8 p.m. It's a love story and
nations at the door; you make the you've been warned. $8 general/
call. Just remember that starving $5 students and seniors. Call 963-

s~~sinGaryb~~~.~~~~~t~Af~e~re~o~t~~·~~~~~~l~TI~4~~~~~m~·~fo~·~~~~~~

and worked as a fireman for the
Illinois Central Railroad during his
college years.
He attended the University of
Chicago and Harvard from 1943 to
1958.
.
During that time he earned his
bachelor's degree and doctorate in
constitutional law at the University
of Chicago, and his master of arts
degree in philosophy from Harvard
Several highlights have punctuated Goedecke's teaching career.
He published ·a book while at
Florida State University, and protested racial discrimination in Dallas, Texas.
He has taught at Central since
1970.

International Student Assistant (ISA)
Asia University America Program
February 26, 1994 • July 25, 1994
•
•
•
•

Applications available in Asia University
America Program (AUAP) office, Special
Services Room 160

Informational Meetings
Time: 7:00 p.m.
Location: Special Services Room 157
Dates: Monday, November 22
Thursday, December 2

~~~~~~~~~~~

~
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Only 2 Days Left Of...

({JtJareJ=air
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·~

Work in a leadership position
Gain international experience
Coordinate activities
Facilitate international awareness

For more info~tion, please call Michelle at 963-1958

Dec. 2, 10:00 a.m. 8:00 p.m.
. ~
Dec. 3, 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
.-2_
g,_ Come Do Your Christmas Shopping NOW!
~
Things You'll Find:
~

%
g,_
~

~

I

~

~

~

.%
~

~

1

Jewelry
Clothing
Baskets
Stoneware
-Bead Work
Pillows
Hats
Jackets
Candles
Pottery

lriihl•I~

%~~~

Ornaments
Stuffed Animals
Wood Products
Men's Neck Ties
Pen/Ink Art
Paper Twist Angels
Dried Flowers
Picture Frames
Planters
Hair Bows

SANTA PICTURES
In The SUB Lair On FRIDAY!

~

~
~

1

TIRE
CHAINS

~

Keep a set in your
trunk for safety's sake

~

~

~

~
~

AS LOW AS

$27.95

WASHE
FLUI

$1.79

GAL.
While Supplies Last

WINTER
BLADES
AS LOW AS

$4.69
Expires 12-31-93
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Kittitas Valley Auto Supply Inc.
100 N. Main St.

Mon - Sat 8 am - 8 pm

962-9876

' ~I

.~J

Sunday 9 am - 5 pm

Only Domino's Pizza Delivers Hot And Fresh In
30 Minutes Or Less, Guarcioteed
CALL US!

Open Until 2:00 a.m.
Every Nigh' For Finals Week
(Througtf Dec. 8th)

925-6941
CORNER OF BTH &
ANDERSON

--------.. .-- -------... ..- --------..
ONLY $6.99
BEATTHE
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price you'll pay for a large Pizza

em

I
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.
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1
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$

Topping for 6.99
Expires 12/12/93

Oller va.hd with coupon .onl.y. V.ahd. at pn. rt1c1pal1ng slore.s only.
Nol vahd with any olho1 oller. Prices may vary. Customer
pays sales lax where applicable. Delivery areas limited to
ensure sate driving . Our drivers carry less than $20.00. '
Cash value 1/20c.Our drivers are no.I penalized for

..,

'

I I
·
I I

em

·a.

withal~theToppingsyouwant!

'Example: On 12/03 You Pay $1· 2~03
•

'

.,

l.JI : .
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I
I

I

Oller valid w1lh co.upon onl_y.. Va.lid. 81 pari1cipaling slore.s only.
Nol valid with any other oller. Prices may vary . Customer
pays sales tax where applicable . Delivery areas limited 19
ensure sale driving. Our drivers carry less than $20.00 .
Cash value 1/20c.Our drovers are nol penalized tor

,-------- .. ,--------.. ..---------,
...

- · ;eli;;O;.Do;;;Pi;;c. -

-

I

l(<Hor sue MEAL o@)I

:

$500

I

I
I
I

.
•
.

•6"PhillyCheeseSteak
or ZZesty Meatball Sub
• 1 Bag of Chips
1 Can of Cokee or diet Cokee

el

;

~

-

I(

t 1

~: :

~·I I
~

-~

I

$1 I
I I

Oller valid wllh coupon onl.y.. Vel1d. al pan1c1paling store. sonly .
Nol valrd w11h any olher oiler. Prices may vary . Customer
pays sales lax wh.ere applicable . Delivery areas limited lo
ensure sate drrv1ng . Our ,driv.ers carry less than $20.00. '
Cash _value 1/20c.Our ~rovers are nol penalized tor
late deliveries. Cll 993 Domino s Pina .Inc.

•;;1ve;.c1;;om;;1z1;;

-

...

$8'' J:

2ND LARGE 1-TOPPING PIZZA
ONLY $7.00, PLUS TAX.

- · ; e l i ; ; C ; ; o ; ; P 1 ; ; c. -

I((

t t

LARGE PIE )

.ANY LARGE 1-TOPPING PIZZA

J!I.

--

~·I

II
~
]- I I
I I

Oller valid wilh couro.n only. Va.hd 01 par11c1pallng .• lores only .
Nol valid wilh any olher oiler Pr.ces may vary Customer
pays sales lax where applicable . Delivery areas lim1led 10
ensure sale driving Our drivers carry less lhan $20 .00.
Cash value l/20c.Our drivers are nol penahzed lor
lale deliveries. Cl199J Domino's 1'1ua.lnc.

f

$$ cAsH oFF$$ )

$3.00
OFF
ANY

U)

J!I

LARGE
•

llil ;

1

$2.00 Sll
OR OFF
§11
ANY

M ED IUM

~

-~

$

Olfer valld .w11h coupon onl.y.. Valid at part1c1pat1ng slores only .
Nol valid w11h any olher oiler. Prices may vary. Cuslomer
pays sales lax where applicable . Delivery areas limited 10
ensure sale driving. Our drivers carry less lhan $20 00
Cash value l/20c . Our drivers are nol penal ,zed for
la te dehvenes . 01993 Domino 's Pizza.Inc.

I
I

I

---------- ----------- ----------;
: .

\

·a.
~

Oller valid wilh coupon onl.y. Va.lid at participaling store.sonly.
Not valid with any other oller. Prices may vary . Cuslomer
pays sales lax where applicable. Delivery areas limited to
ensure sale driving. Our drivers carry less than $20.00 .
Cash value 1/20c.Our drivers are nol penalized for
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BUY Atfl LARGE 2-TOPPIHG PIZZA
ATREGULARPRICEANDGET
A MEDIUM 1-TOPPING PIZZA FREEi

.Pepperoni Plus

I
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FREE PIZZA )
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Bond between convict and child leads to ironic fantasy
In Clint Eastwood's lat- withthestatethanifhestayedwith
est directorial effort, A Per- his dysfunctional family.
feet World, Butch Haynes
The decision, however, proved
(Kevin Costner) is a hard- to be a mistake. Haynes became a
ened criminal whose rap career criminal behind bars.
sheet extends back to his
A Perfect World looks at relachildhood.
tionships betwe.en gel}_erations and
It is 1963, and Haynes theaccidentalturnsthatcanchange
has just escaped from a lives irreversibly.
Huntsville prison in Texas. , The child taken hostage is the
where he was serving 40 years for product of a broken home. Fatherarmed robbery. He has taken a 7- less,heisbothfearfulandinaweof
year-old boy, Phillip Perry (TJ. Haynes,apredicamentwhichsoon
Lowther), hostage.
leads to identification.
HaynesisbeingpursuedbyTexas
The irony is the fantasy Haynes
Ranger Red Garnett (Eastwood) creates for his captive. He ·quickly
and a team of deputies, including ' provides an environµient in which
criminologist Sally Gerber (Laura dreamsbecomerealityandachild's
Dem). ,
wishesarelessthanahalf-stepfrom
There is keeo public interest in the possible.
the Haynes case, because President
Haynes, though, is the picture of
John F. Kennedy is scheduled to control, with one very special exvisit Dallas in less than two weeks. ception: he cannot tolerate seeing a
Garnett understands the back child abused in any way.
roads of the Panhandle and the
The resulting transformation is
people who live there-more im- terrifying not only to the real or
portantly, he understands Butch imagined offender, but to the child
Haynes.
he thinks he is protecting.
- Garnett was the arresting officer
Haynes and his captive will inwhen Haynes was first sent to prison evitably intersect with the reality of
as a juvenile. At the time, Garnett Garnett, a man who must enforce
hadrecommendedaharshsentence the_law in an imperfect world.
for an otherwise minor offense,
A Perfect World (PG-13) is
thinking Haynes would have a bet- showing at the Liberty Theatre, at
ter chanc~ to straighten his life out 6:45 p.m. and 9:20 p.m.

.

I

Photos by Jane Bovington

Kevin Costner stars In Clint Eastwood's latest film as escaped convict Butch Haynes, who
takes 7-year-old Phllllp Perry (T.J. Lowther) hostage. The two cross the generation gap to
form an unlikely, brotherllke relatlonshlp on the run from the Texas autho~itles.

CHRISTMAS
BREAK
CROSS COUNTRY
SKI PACKAGE
SPECIAL

~-.
l!>G>G>Dft>re -& cC!lfe
Nutcracker Ballet
Dec. 3, 4, 5 at McConnell
Congratulations to
john Utzinger & Gordon Howard
on their retirement

Sam Albright's Art Opening
At Four winds Dec. 11

Me_rry Christmas to all!
Open: Mon to Sat 9-8 Sun 1--4

200 E 4th 962-2375

Rent Decetnber 8th or later,
return January 4th
COST: $25.00
per package
\
For 1nore infortnation contact
Tent-N-Tube SUB West Entrance
.

963-3537

Reserve Your Packa1:e NoW!

It just makes cents.
315 N. Main

962-2888
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SPORTS
Wildcats to face PL U in rematch
by Dan Lang
Staff reporter

Six weeks ago on a cold Saturday afternoon, the Wildcat football team came up two points short
of defeating Mt Rainier League
champion Pacific Lutheran University, but lost 49-48.
As the No. 3 Wildcats face No. 1
Pacific Lutheran this Saturday in
the quarter final match-up, Central will be out for revenge.
The last time the two teams combined for 1,118 yards as Central's
last-minute rally fell short after a
missed two-point conversion with
19 seconds remaining.
Defensive back coach Artie
Holmes said it will be a tough
game, and Central cannot afford
to make mental errors.
"It's going to be a tough one and
the defense is going to have to step
up for us to win this one," Holmes
said. "We gave up 21 points the
first time we played them; not off
of ability and physical mistakes,
but because of ment.hl errors.
"As a coach, you can take getting
beaten physically, but not mentally," he said.
Linebacker and Defensive Team
Captain Shane Wyrsch seconds
Holmes' words.
"It's a rematch," said defensive
linebackerandteamcaptainShane
>- Wyrsch ... We have a defensive
scheme to shut down PLU's offense.
"If we stly disciplined and stick
to our scheme we will shut them
down."

Mike Spence/The Observer

Kentln Alford (23), a sophomore defensive back from Pasco, leaps to bat away a pass from Llnfield quarterback Rian
Petrick In Central's 28-26 win in McMinnville, Ore., Nov. 20. Alford and the rest of Central's secondary wlll face Pacific
Lutheran's quarterback Marc Weekly on Saturday, who Is a two-time Mt. Rainier Offensive Player of the Year.
According to quarterback Jon
Kitna, Central's must avoid turnovers to play efficiently.
"We can't tum the ball over, we
have gotten away with wins in the
past despite our turnovers," Kitna

said. "During the Linfield game we
had five turnovers and still came
away with the win. We need to
eliminate turnovers if we want to
beat PLU ," he said.
Eliminating turnovers will also

..-------------------------~-----------------------------------.
1

help out the defense, according to
Kitna. "Most of the time when we
have the ball offensively and don't
have turnovers we score," he said.
"If we do have to punt the ball
we're able to pin opponents back

Sports editor

Mike Sp~~he Observer

a

See PLAYOFF/Page 17

ReplaceJTient running back Craven
sparks. 'Cats in football playoffs
by Jason Goldner

Jason Carter, a senior from Redmond, has played a duai role on the
football team this season as defensive back and also as a punter.

deep in their own territory and this
takes pressure off of our defense."
Kitna said the offense will be more
than ready to take on Pacific

He worked hard, kept trying to improve
and patiently waited for his time to shine,
whetherwatching from thesidelinesorplaying for the junior varsity team.
Finally, just before halftime during
Central' s football team's final game of the
season, Roslyn native Tom Craven got his
opportunity.
Craven came in to replac~ the Wildcats'
premier running back MarcJones after Jones
sustained an injury to his left leg against
Western.
Jones, who had tied the school record for
seven C{)fisecutive 100-yard rushing games
earlier this season fell short of a 1,000-yard
season by six yards.
Keeping this in mind, Craven knew he had
a tough task to perform in maintaining a
strong and effective running game for Central.
"I had to keep working hard while waiting
for my turn," Craven said.
"Then, my time came."
Craven entered the Western game with
only seven carries for 31 yards, but it hardly
showed by game's end as he wracked up
150 yards on 26 carries and scored four
touchdowns.
The following Monday, Central coaches
announced Jones would be out for a few
weeks, leaving the starting job to Craven for
Saturday, Nov. 20 against Linfield.
Craven explained the difference between
the way he approached the two games.
"Against Western, I didn't have time to
think about the game," he said.
"Jones got'lmrt, and I was called on to take
his spot.
"Against Linfield, I had all week to think
about the game and I began feeling nervous."

That Saturday, Craven's fire burned even
stronger as he rushed for a school record
265 yards on 31 carries including a 62yarder.
The rushing mark had been held for almost
70yearswhenthe Wildcats' Lynn Robinson
ran for 250 yards in a game played in 1926.
In two games, Craven may have proven
his capabilities as a starting running back,
but he admits he benefited from watching
Jones start all nine regular season contests.
"I felt it was good for me to be where I was
because I had to learn the offense," Craven
said.
"Going to school and concentrating on
academics helped me take my mind off
worrying about playing time."
Setting records is nothing new for 22year-old Craven. During his three years at
Cle Elum-Roslyn High School, he set the
single season state record for kickoffs returned for touchdowns with five.
Craven scored seven touchdowns on kickoff returns in his fantastic high school career which is also a state record.
His 60 touchdowns during high school
ranks third in the Yakima Valley school
district and among the top ten in state history.
Craven also gained 3,761 yards and received the Kittitas County Male Athlete of
the Year award in 1990.
Other honors in football included being
named Team Captain and Most Inspirational winner and also participating in the
East-West Shrine game.
Craven's record-breaking football career
continued the following year when he began playing at a junior college in Eureka:; .,
Calif.
. -~
As a freshman at the College of the Red··~
woods, Craven rushed for 1,281 yards and : -

See CRAVEN/Page 18
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Womeri'' s team
by Paul Wiiiiams
Staff reporter
Don't blink; you might miss
something if you attend a Central
women, s basketball game this season. Their up-tempo, run-and-gun
style promises to put a lot of points
on the board and a few wins as
well.
Through the first three games,
the Wildcats are 2-1 and cracked
the century mark with a 103-90
win over George Fox college last
week. Their only loss came to
George Fox by a 86-76 score one
night earlier.
''They (the Wildcats) love to run,"
head coach Nancy Katzer said.
"They are real disappointed when I
tell them they can't fast-break."
The style of play is just one of
many changes for Central this season. Katzer took over the head
coaching job from Gary Frederick,
who is on sabbatical leave this year.
Katzer inherits a team which went
-7-18 last year, missing the playoffs
for the first time in several years.
Several players from last year are
gone, including four starters.
The most notable losses are Barb
Shuel and Heidi Trepanier, both
who graduated.
Many new faces are in Wildcat
uniforms .this season. Transfers
Shelly Bell and Shannan Sherrill
and freshman Julie Orth, Stephanie
Bergstrom and Denise_ Sanders are
on the Wildcat roster.
In all, seven girls are on the varsity roster who were not last season, including Tiffany Rutter and
Marla Cummings, who were junior varsity players last season.
Bell came to Central when
Sheldon Jackson decided to end its
women's basketball program.
"She has become a quality guard

serves that position (as a starter)
based on hard work," Katzer said.
Foot speed, three-point shooting
and versatility are the strong suits of
this year's team. Bell.. Yount, Orth
and Payne are all proficient at the
three-pointer.
"We have awide variety of people
who can shoot the three," Katzer
said. "We are much more capable of
playing all aspects of the game,"
The improved foot speed has allowed the Wildeats to play almost
exclusively a man-to-man defense
so far this season. They also employ
a full-court press but still are lacking in their defensive intensity.
/ Another strength of the Wildcats
is they are "a close-knit team that
enjoys everyone's success, not just
their own," Katzer said.
The district will be a tough one
again this year for Central. Seattle

Ken Pinnell/The Observer

central forward Shannan Sherrill, a junior from Cle Elum,
leaps over George Fox's Kathy Fleming for two points.
for us," Katzer said. "We are real
excited that she has joined our program."
Sherrill, a graduate of Cle Elum
High School, played two seasons at
Sheridan Junior College in Wyoming. She led the conference in
rebounding last season.
_
Orth has already paid dividends
for the Wildcats with a 24-point
pedormance in the win over George
Fox.
"She is._goif!i to be an excellent

II
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We.·r~

open aunng
.Winter brea~ for
your convenience

WJIN1fJER HOUR§~
• Aladdon 12 oz insulated mug
• Holds hot and cold beverages
• Holds 12 oz aluminum cans
·
• Dishwasher safe

Available through fall quarter at the
SUB Espresso Bar
& Breeze-Thro
Cafe (located
between
Michaelsen
& Randall
Halls).

by Mark Sarbach
Staff re orter

.Central's swim team is expecting to win their first invitational
4
meet of the year tomorrow.
The meet will have six teams
from around the Northwest It
will be held at Pacific Lutheran
University on Friday and Saturday. The team has been practicing since September.
Coach Lori Clark said the team
has a positive outlook for the
meet tomorrow and for the season. They could win the meet as
a team, but according to Clark, it
will be tougher for the women to
win than the men.
Univ~rsity,ledbyNAIAAll-Ameri
The women are "looking much
can center LaShanna White, is exbetter that last year," Clark said.
pected to win districts, Katzer said.
The women's strongest event,
Some strong recruiting should put according to·Clark, is the 100Lewis-Clark State and St. Martin's
and 200-yard breaststrokes.
near the top.
Clark said she expects AllKatzer said Simon Fraser might
American Annette Harrisandcoalso be there at the end of the seacaptain sprinter Julie Morris to
son.
come on strong.
"I see our team in the top four in
Clark describes Harris and
district," Katzer said. "We will have
Morris as the "strong base of
to knock somebody offbut this team
swimmers for the women."
is capable of doing that because of a
The women seem to be stable .
strong nucleus and senior leaderin all of the events according to
ship.
Clark.
"Senior leadership is the key, they
Although the season has just
are leading by example and we
begun, Clark said she likes what
(Katzer and assistant coach Jeff slie sees so far. The relay events
.are faster than last year. The re:.
Whitney) are excited to see that."
Whitney has played a major role
lays have a solid freshman base
in the development of this year's to work from . .
team, especially the guards.
In the 200, 500 and 1650 ·
"He works a lot with the gu~ds
freestyle distance events, Laurie
and is a key to making them proFranchini and transferJ ulieJohnduce," Katzer said. "They have imson are looking very strong.
proved tremendously this season.
The backstroke events won't
"He breaks down what other teams . be as strong as Clark would like
do and brings a lot to our team
but "there is still time to work on
through his expertise."
it," she said.
Whitney also coached the team's
On the men's side, Clark said
assistant coach,Steve Davidson
entry in the Bellevue Community
College summer league.
deserves credit for the improve'They played very well," she said.
ment in the men's sprinters.
"The new recruits got to know each
"Other than the sprints there is
other and the girls made a commitno single strong event for the
ment to play more basketball than
men" Clarlc said.
They are dependable through
just during the season."
"We hope to continue the intenSee SWIM/Page 17
sity for the whole season."

.Kittitas County Trading Co.
Indoor gun range
Gun rentals
Classes
Sporting Goods
Loans

Monday - Thursday
5:30 AM to 10 PM
Fridav
5:30 AM t~ 9 PM
Saturday
9 AM to 4{=>M
Sunday
1 PM to SPM

Swiin teatns
to face PLU
for weekend

103 N. Main 9- 6 Mon to Fri Sat 3 - 5 925-1109

·cLASS INFORMATION
COURSE CONTENT
- Classes consist of four - three
hour sessions.
- Pre-registration is required.
- A "LIVE" instructor, C.W.U.
professor Dennis Flynn will
provide courses.
(NOT just a facilitator with
video tapes)

START DATES

FURTHER INFORMATION

GRE ........................ Feb. 1, 1994 Office of Continuing Education
GMAT .................... Mar. 1, 1994 Central Washington University
Ellensburg, WA
WHEN
(509) 963-1504
Tuesdays ................ 6 - 9:00 P.M. Fax (509) 963-1690 -

COST
$195 ............................ per course
SIZE
Class size ......................... limited

CWU is an AA, EOE, Title IX institution. Call Phil Richins at (509) 963-1504 for additional information or to request
reasonable accommodations.

1
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PLAYOFF: Wildcats get
second crack against Lutes
From Page 15
Lutheran this Saturday.
"With a good week of practice we
will be more than ready for the
game," said Kitna.
Wyrsch said he had confidence in
the offense.
"Nobody has really been able to
shut down our offense all year
long," said Wyrsch.
Both teams are coming off victories in their playoff openers.
The Wildcats defeated Linfield
28-26. Kitna was 19 for 32 and
passed for 340 yards and three
touchdowns.
Tom Craven, a native of Cle Elum
who is replacing injured running
b~k Marc Jones, rushed for a
school record of 265 yards.
''Tom gives people a different
style of rushing to look at than
Jones,"saidKitna. "Herunspeople
over to where Marc makes people
miss tackles.
"Tom keeps pounding against the
defense and people get tired of
tackling him by the end of the

game."
The Lutes are also coming off a
win as they pummeled No. 14
Cumberland (Tenn.) 61-7. Quarterback Marc Weekly threw six touchdown passes setting a new NAIA
playoff record Weekly was 14 of
24 and passed for 340 yards as he
earned the Offensive Player of the
Game.
The Lutes are going into Saturday's
game with a record of 9-0-1. Since
tyingLinfield in their season opener,
the Lutes are undefeated.
The Wildcats enter the game with
a record of 9-1.
Kickoff is scheduled for 1 p.m.
"Which ever team that comes to
the game prepared will win," said
defensive back Charlie Hampton.
University Recreation has tickets
available for a bus going to Puyallup
Saturday morning for the game. Cost
for the bus ride and game is $12.50.
Sign up in the Samuelson Union
Building room 212 orcall 963-3556.
Tickets sales end tomorrow at 10
a.m.

'Cats skinned by S. U.
by Jason Goldner
Sports editor

The Central men's basketball
team sustained its fourth loss in as
many games as Southern Utah
wallopped the Wildcats 94-68
Monday night in Cedar City.
Southern Utah blasted Central in
three-point shooting by hitting 11
treys to the Wildcats one. Central
made 19 of its 25 free throw attempts but gave up 29 foul shots by
its opponent.
Southern Utah almost doubled the
Wildcats in scoring at halftime as it
went to the locker room with a 4724 lead
Southern Utah kept a comfortabte lead through the second half
to hand Central its fifth consecu-

tive loss dating back to last season.
Bryan Silver and Willie Thomas
were the only Wildcats to reach
double figures in scoring by tallying
14 and 10 points respectively.
The Wildcats outrebounded Southern Utah 38-35 and Central's center
Wade Venters led all players with
eight boards.
The Wildcats committed 32 fouls
to their opponents' 21 and two players also fouled out.
Southern Utah's Keith Berard
killed the Wildcats by scoring 24
points including 7-of-11 from threepoint range. Berard also led his team
with four steals and two assists.
The winless Central team plays its
home opener against Northwest
Naz.areneSaturday. Tipoff is scheduled for7:30.
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Russ MoralesfThe Observer

Ben Olszewski, a Junior from Gig Harbor, Is one of Central's swim team's 13 returning
letter winners and one of three returing All-Americans. Olszewski was also the team's
Most Inspirational award winner. The Wildcats will meet tomorrow at Pacific Lutheran.

SWIM: Men's and women's teams
look for victory at PLU Invitational
From Page 16
all the events.
Two of the men's standouts will
become active during winter quarter. They are buttedly swimmers
Gary Ames and Rob Com. Both
qualified for nationals last year.
Clark said all the relays are strong
this year.

The 4 X 200 and 4 X 50 freestyle
relays are the strongest.
Last year the 200 medley relay
placed at nationals. This year it
remains to be seen if the medley
will make a return trip.
At different times during the year
swimmers improve and weaken.
"What you see now isn't always
what you will see ·at the end of the

season," Clark said.
The long season brings about a
bum-out of the athletes on the
sport.

Clark encourages her athletes to
do other sports during the off sea-

son.
She admits thatafterfivemonths
with the team she needs a break
too.

BOOK BUYBACK
SEE· IF
YOU
HAVE
THE

•DAS
TOUCH
\

•

,, Ii

~

/

BUYBACK BONUS PRIZES ARE AT YOUR FINGERTIP
Turn a simple game card into instant treasure.
Sell your l>ooks for cash and receive a free game
card with each transaction. Then apP..IY your ·
golden touch by simply scratching ott the prize
area to see if you have the MIDAS TOUCH.

IT'SWeAbuyGOLDEN
OPPORTUNITY!
all books with current market value
44 PRIZES AWARDED
TWO - $100 University Store Gift Certificates
FOUR - $50 University Store Gift Certificates
EIGHT - $25 University Store Gift Certificates
THIRTY - CWU Imprinted.T-Shirts

.'D~ 'lJOfAL.!JL. C1-{JL'lJ9('ESS .
1(JPI1<If!LS 'VJIL£'£,'Y
OlI1(0P'l(.9LCIIC
502 ~ 1('ll'B'Y
'E££'E:J\[S'B'll~fj, 'WJt. 98926
(509) 962-9796
Located: .1 6foc~9'/9rtli ofSafeway
6etween tlie Copy Sftop ani 'Western Ylrt .9lssociation

December 6-10, 1993
BUYBACK HOURS:
Monday: 8 am - 5 pm
Tuesday: 8 am - 5 pm
Wednesday: 8 am - 5 pm
Thursday: 8 am - 5 pm
Friday: 8 am - 3 pm

No purchase is necessary.
See bookstore for details.
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CRAVEN: NewRB
powers 'Cats running
From Page 15
and received the Kittitas County
Male Athlete of the Year award in
1990. Other honors in football ineluded being named Team Captain
and Most Inspirational winner and
also participating in the East-West
Shrine game.
Craven'srecord-breakingfootball
careercontinuedthefollowingyear
when he began playing at a junior
college in Eureka, Calif.
As a freshman at the College of
the Redwoods, Craven rushed for
1,281 yards and broke a junior college record for most all-purpose
yards set by former NFL sensation
O.J. Simpson.
'
Craven ended his junior dpllege
career with more than 2,ooq rushing yards and 24 touchdowns. He
also gained the attention of NCAA
recruiters from notable schools such
as Oklahoma, Nebraska and Arizona.
_
Despite the offers from the larger
schools, Craven returned to Washington for several personal reasons.

"I find it real comfortable for me
tobeplayingheresincethisiswhere
I grew up," he said.
Craven's performance against
Linfield earned him the Offensive
Player of the Game award, but he
said he credits his line for the award
before himself.
"I know my name gets noticed the
most in a game like that, but the
people who should get the credit is
the offensive line," he said.
"They're the ones who do everything for me to be a good running
back."
Although he feels confident in his
running ability, Craven said he still
has room to work on all of his
~?~it~es. .
.
I d l~e to 1mpr'?ve on everyt!'ing
Mike Spence/The Observer
-runmng,catchmgandespecially
blocking-so lean become a more Running back Tom Craven ran for 265 yards on 31 carries In Centrars 28-26 win over
universal back."
Llnfleld Nov. 20, breakln L nn Robinson's former school mark of 250 ards, set In 1926.
Craven said he thinks about the
up watching were Earl Campbell whoalsohadspeedandcouldcatch said he feels nervous at times, but
possibility of going pro.
and Franco Harris.
passes. Those two were my role
"I try not to think about the games
''It's always been a dream of mine
"I try to take on Campbell's style models growing up."
so much," he said. "Sometimes I'll
to play in the pros," he said "My
of running with power and speed,"
For now, Craven awaits the next sit back, put on my headphones and
two favorite running backs I grew
Craven said "I like Franco Harris step - Pacific Lutheran Univer- listen to music, that always relaxes
because he was a powerful back sity this Saturday at Puyallup. He me."

MOVIES, MUNCHIES
...EVEN BOOKS
AND SCHOOL /·
SUPPLIES.
SAVE LIVES
AND MAKE
EXTRA MONEY.

Sports Briefs from last weekend
by Rick Vogler
Staff reporter

WRESTLING
f~*l~;:;,;~:;f.:; ...

The Wildcats' wrestling team
competed at Southern Oregon College, Saturday and placed three of
its wrestlers in the top five.
Eric McDowell and Jason Vose
each placed fourth in the 177 and
190 pound divisions respectively.
Jason Stevenson earned fifth
place in the tournament by tallying a 3-2 mark in the 150 pound
division.

DONATE PLASMA
AND EARN UP TO
$145/month.
Donating plasma is a great way to make extra spending money. And
it helps provide vital medical products. Burn and shock victims,
surgery patients, and persons with hemophilia all depend on plasma
products.
Giving plasma is safe, easy to do and very rewarding. You
can donate between classes or make donating a fund raiser for your
sttldent organization. For more information, call or come in to our
plasma center today.

I
I

EXTENDED I

1H8'AP~ll?ah~

457-7878

I

Central's cross country team sent
Brent Hooper and Eric Tollefson
to the national championship in
Kenosha, Wisc., Saturday.
Hooper finished 31st running the

Central' s mens basketball team
missed four shots in the last 15
seconds as the Wildcats lost to
Whitman 73-72. .
Ryan Pepper missed a shot from
the top of the key with four seconds remaining. David Rokwood
attepted to tip the ball in but it
rolled off the rim just before the
buzzer.
The Wildcats shot a chilling 31
percent from the field and were
outrebounded 40-19.
Pepper led the Wildcats with 18
points, Willie Thomas scored 13,
and Wade Venters added lOpoints
and six rebounds.

Avenging a loss to George Fox
College, from the previous night,
the Central women's baketball
team downed the Bruins 103-90
Saturday night.
Led by freshman Julie Orth's
game-high 24 points, the Wildcats pulled away from a 49-48
halftime lead with a 54-point second half.
For the game, Central scored
eight three-pointers and shot better than 50 percent from the field.

1

i

M BASKETBALL

WBASKETBALL

Mon. thru Thur. 8:00am-8:00pm
I
Friday
8:00am-5:00pm
HOU RS Sat. & Sun.
8:00am-4:00pm
26 S. 2nd Street· Yakima WA

L _______

CROSS COUNTRY

- - --'

JV BASKETBALL
Brent Hooper
8 kilometer course in 25 minutes,
50 seconds. Tollefson finished six
seconds behind his teammate in
40thplace.
Lubbock Christian won the men's
team title and the University of
Puget Sound won for the women.

The Central men's junior varsity
team defeated Treasure Valley
103-95 Saturday,atNicholsonPa·vmon.
Eric Harper led the Wildcats with
26 points and 10 rebounds, while
Cory Wright contributed 22 points
and 12 boards.
Central held a 46-31 lead at halftime.

'**************************************1;a-------------:--------------------------l
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~~~HANS' GYM !!
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in your New Year's Resolutions!!!

202 N. Pine

962-9277

*

!

•• 608 N. Main
•
••• * CALL· IN ORDERS READY WITHIN
-..•
- 15 MINUTES!!!
•
WINTER
••
•• * COME VISIT OUR NEW INDOOR
QUARTER
••
SEATING AREA.
•
SPECIAL:
••• ----------r--------Bacon Burger
g Chicken
1
January 3 - March 19 ••
Fries
I
Nuggets
••
Fries
•• Medium Soft :
$55 t~x
••
Drink
I Med. Soft Drink
(l.D. Card: one time fee of $5)
•
t> •

.
.... *
••...........•

Still wondering
wfiat to give?

included

.

~

* .*.••• * * 3.XQ
•• ..·........•
••
•

y

• . ·*

~·. ·····-:;:.··~·

~

*.

•

.*· .•

•
••••••
••
·*······*
••····
•· .•
:··:.·······••** * * * ·············:
• • •

'Tens of
thousands oJpeople
will need blood during
tfie holidays.

• •

•*************************************•

$4.50

Please mention coupon when ordering
Limit one s~ecial per coupon
Not good with any other offer
·
No Substitutions
Expires 12131/93

:I $4.25

Please mention coupon when ordering

I Limit one $pedal per coupon
Not good with any other offer
I No Substitutions
Expires 12131193

+
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Winter Sports Calendar
Men's varsity basketball

Women's varsity basketball

December

December

4
11
17-18

Northwest Nazarene
at Whitworth
at UPS Holiday Classic (Western Washington, Lewis &
Clark, Puget Sound)
21
Whitman
28-29 High Desert Classic at Las Vegas (Southern lliinoisEdwardsville, Central Missouri, Missouri Western)

January
6
8
14
16
20
22
27
29
31

February

at Seattle*
St. Martin's*
at BYD-Hawaii
at Hawaii Pacific
Simon Fraser*
at Western Washington*
Puget Sound*
at Lewis-Clark State*
Whitworth

1
4

12
15
18
22
25

February
3

at Western Washington:
Simon Fraser*
at Puget Sound*
at St. Martin's*
at Lewis-Clark State*
Western Washington*
at Seattle*

Wrestling

at St. Martin's*
Western Washington*
Seattle*
at Seattle Pacific
at Puget Sound*
at Simon Fraser*
Lewis-Clark State*

5
12
14
17
19
26

4
at Whitman
10
at Pacific Lutheran
11
at Whitworth
· 13
at Northwest Nazarene
14
at Eastern Oregon
15
at Eastern Oregon
28-29 at High Desert Classic (Las Vegas. Nev.)

3
11
17
29

at Pacific
at Pacific Invitational
at Big Bend Invitational
at Highline CC
at Oregon Classic (Corvallis)

January

Men's and Women's Swimming
December
3-5
3-4

at Washington Invitational
at Pacific Lutheran Invitational

January
7
8
14-16
21

Linfield
Lewis & Clark
3rd annual Central Winter Invitational
Central Quadrangular (Whitworth, Whitman, Evergreen)

6

Southern Oregon
8
at Pacific Lutheran Invitational
11
at Big Bend
13
Yakima Valley
15
at Clackamas Invitational
21
at North Idaho
26 or 27 Pacific Lutheran (at Issaquah; exact date to be
determined in January)
29
_Washington Collegiate Championships (Ellensburg)

February
11
18

MUSIC, CD'S, VCR Videos & Nintendo.
I buy, trade, sell. Call for info, Dale 9621880.
'
STUDY SPANISH any quarter in
Morella, Mexico. CWU and Centro
Mexicano lnternatio~I offer language
and culture classes. The cost is
approximately $2300 per quarter for
tuition, housing, meals and excursions.
Applications available now at the Office
of International Programs at 963-3612.
A NEW Program for Japanese language
study! The Office of International
Programs is taking applications for
study in Gurvna Prefectural Women's .
College. Students with two years
language and 2.75 GPA are invited to
come to the office (Naneum Building) for
more information.
ANNOUNCEMENT!APPUCATIONS
for the prestigious Jai:)anese Ministry
(Monbusho) scholarship are available
now! Study at Shimane University. Call
Office of International Programs for
more information call 963-3612.
APPLICATIONS FOR exchange study
in Australia, China, Hungary, 'Japan
and Mexico due January 1, 1994. For
more information call 963-3612.

December
4

CLASSIFIEDS
SCUBA LESSONS & SUPPLIES! Sign
up now. Contact John Moser, Jr.
925-1272.

Simon Fraser
at Pacific Lutheran
llr.t , .,_ ·'-'
.~i
I
~~

l/

<<'' ".'.,

·~

-

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT Exchange
Program {ISEP) applications are now in
the Office of International Programs.
Plan ahead-they are due January 1,
1994.
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE.
What is it? An opportunity to study for
in-state tuition at out-of-state schools.
Which schools are participating? Call
963-3612 {Office of International
Programs) to find out! ·
STUDY JAPANESE language and
culture in Tokyo, Japan. CWU and Asia
University offer a new short-term
program for students with any language
level. Program available Fall and
Spring quarters. Apply for Spring now!
Office of International Programs, 9633612.
STUDY IN Athens, Greece. A quarterly
program, open Fall and Spring quarters,
offers Greek language for beginners.
Other courses could include history,
political science, Greek literature and art
history. Applications for Spring
available now! 963-3612.
STUDY ABROAD! England, Italy,
France, Germany are available for
Spring quarter! Call the Office of
International Programs, 963-3612~

If You're Not Hooked Up With TeleMessaging,

You're Not Hooked In To College Life.
S

o you made it to Central. Now it's time to get hooked into what's
happening around you. By adding new TeleMessaging service to
your phone line, you get all the benefits of an ordinary answering
machine but there's no equipment to buy, no garbled tapes, and it
never needs repair. All you need is a touch-tone phone. And if other
students have TeleMessaging too, you can pass messages back and
forth, leave specific messages for certain callers and even send one
message to a group of people. All that for just a few dollars per
month. Don't let college life pass you by. Give TeleMessaging a try
for yourself today.
NEW

The quality, capabilities, and
convenience of TeleMessaging
make the ordinary answering
machine obsolete_

TeleMessaging
Available only from

.,. Ellensburg
l!i. Telephone
305 N_ Ruby, Ellensburg• 925-1425

GIVE TELEMESSAGING A TRY YOURSELF ... CALL OUR 24 HOUR DEMONSTRATION LINE RIGHT NOW ... 925-8353

FREE TRIPS and MONEYll Individuals
and Student Organizations wanted to
promote the Hottest Spring Break
Destinations, call the nation's leader.
Inter-Campus Programs 1-800-3276013.
CRUISE SHIPS Now Hiring! Earn up to
$2,000+/month working on Cruise Ships
or Land-Tour Companies. World travel
{Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.)
Summer and Full-time employment
available. No experience necessary.
For more information call 1-206-6340468 ext. C6093.
ATTENTION STUDENTS: Earn eytra
cash stuffing envelopes at home. All
materials provided. Send SASE to
Midwest Mailers, PO Box 395, Olathe,
KS 66051. Immediate response.
WORDS ARE US. Word Processing.
No job too small. Contact Diane at
248-4118 after 4:30.
WINTER SKI RESORT JOBS. Up to
$2,000+ in salary & benefits. Ski/
Snowboard instructors, lift operators,
wait staff, chalet staff, + other positions.
Over 15,000 openings. For more
information call: (206)634-0469
ext. V6093.
SPRING BREAK '94 - Lake Havasu,
AZ, America's Newest Hot Spot, is
actively seeking responsible, enegetic
campus reps. Earn $$$ + Free Trips!
Call Jim (206)329-5583 or
(800)4HAVASU.

"THE BEST PIZZA IN ELLENSBURG"

pizza
place

Call Us For Your
Office Or Home Delivery

IN THE PLAZA
716 E 8TH
ELLENSBURG

Delivery H.o urs:
Sunday - Thursday 11 a.m .. - 1 a.m.
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m. - 2 a.m.

CURRENT
ELLENSBURG
PIZZA HUT &
DOMINO'S COUPONS
ACCEPTED

~

OPEN WEEKDAYS
11 :OOam - 1:OOam
FRIDAY- SATURDAY
11 :OOam - 2:00am

•
925
• 9855 l.at
r-----.--------:----,-----------------r----,-----------,
I
D~hv~ry S_Pecial
I
$3 off Large I LARGE (16") PIZZA I
I

7" 1-1tem Pizza, Dinner Salad

&3jlJi'Tp~s~7~uct

:
I
I
I
I

I

DINE IN•
CARRY OUT

BllPt-t-1
ri

.

.

I

: $2 off Medium :
I
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I

FAST-SAFE
DELIVERY

I
I

not valid with any other offer
expires 12-31-93

DINE IN•
CARRY

3

FASToSAFE
DELIVERY

not valid with any other offer
expires 12-31-93

_

I
I

I

MEDIUM PRICE
DINE IN•
CARRY OUT

.

FAST•SAFE
DELIVERY

not valid with any other offer
expires 12-31-93
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1
Oo/c OFF
. 1 . Hot or Iced
1 MEAT LOVER'S SPECIAL 1
1
1
1
Mocha
1 (choose up to three meats) 1

°

: CHICKEN FAJITA SALAD :
I
I
I
I

DINE IN

CARRY OUT

not valid with any .other offer
expires 12-31-93

L-Er..a~~W.i'~ .Piz.z:l! .Pl'!.cs_

I
I
I
I

Single $1.25

Double $1.50

DINE IN

CARRY OUT

II Large $10.98
DINE IN •

I

I

not valid ~ith any other offer
expires 12-31-93
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Lube, Oil, Oil Filter and
Tune-Up Combination

I
1
I

i

•Brakes
··Transmissions
•Electrical
•Engines
•Tune-ups
•Clutches
... And More

castrol.

Lube, Oil, & Oil Filter
No Appointment Necessary

~~

Call for an appointment now

1102 Canyon Rd

925-1665

~.p(/ICI< 1.-tJ~"
-coMPLETE FOREIGN &
DOMESTIC AUTO REPAIR

(Includes Windows Washed
and Interior Vacuuined)

- · Maximum protection against
~ viscosity and thermal breakdown.

·I
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I
I
I

· Available on most cars and liihtweight trucks.
I~·,\, Not Valid With Any Other Offer
Expires 12/12/93:.JI ~·:.4'
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FAST•SAFEI
DELIVEF;lY I

I CARRY OUT

I

not vali_d with any other offer
expires 12-31-93 '

Mediunl $8.98

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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. 1102 CANYON RD

Next to Les Schwab Tires
.
-

925-1665 •v•ISA• ~41;:
~
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on n. 8 .00 a.m.
.30 p.m.
Open Saturdays
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